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Horizone Studio

Europe's most dynamic and demanding markets

prestigious and respected clients

high quality modern architecture

highest standard of service

is a creative and energetic architectural office based in Krakow, Poland, specialising in
contemporary architecture.

The practice was established by partners who share many years of innovative professional experience gained in
reputable design companies in Poland as well as some of , such
as Germany, Sweden and .

For the past several years we have successfully participated in numerous international projects of different scale for
the most . Our range of experience includes projects ranging from offices and
residential schemes to civic and industrial buildings.

We create , tailored to the individual requirements of our customers. We share
equal enthusiasm for large and small scale projects, whilst seeking the best solution to fulfil the requirements of the
local context and the needs of the investor.

Unique experience, rich knowledge and innovation allow us to offer the .

Horizone Studio is one of the founding members of the PLGBC Polish Green Building Council.

Ireland



Profile and Professional Experience

Polish Aviation Museum, Krakow, PolandCricoteka - Tadeusz Kantor Museum, Krakow, Poland Cinema at MLP, Krakow, PolandRolls-Royce Poland premises, Gdynia, Poland

Architects ,
and are the partners at

Their experience dates back to 1995.

In 2009, after eight years of working as architects for
the most dynamic markets in Europe they returned to
Poland and set up an architectural office.

Horizone
Studio.

Dominik Darasz Bart³omiej Kisielewski
Robert Strzeñski

Their experience gained whilst working on high-tech
projects nternational teams, is now
one of the .

All partners at Horizone Studio are fully qualified,
licensed architects. They are members of numerous
professional chambers: IARP - The Polish Chamber of
Architects, RIAI - The Royal Institute of Architects of
Ireland and SAR - Swedish Association of Architects.

Their work has been
, among them a nomination for the most

important European architectural award Mies van der
Rohe Award

greatest potentials of the office

highlighted by numerous
awards

within renouned i

.

Horizone Studio

single point of contact

HVAC, MEP and structural engineers

sustainable design consultants

offers a full range of design services and consultancy: from planning consultancy through
design and building permit stage to the construction of the property. By offering an integrated service for our
clients we are a for all matters related to investment.

We closely cooperate with the offices of reputable and consultants who
all share a broad experience in providing a high standard of services for offices, civic, residential and industrial
buildings.

Furthermore for projects requiring the involvement of and LEED, BREEM or
DGNB certification we cooperate with one of the leading specialists on the market: VvS | Architects &
Consultants, based in Boston, USA and Gliwice, Poland.

Creativity and the highest professional standard have allowed Horizone Studio to secure such demanding clients
as Rolls-Royce and Fortis Bank Poland.



Personal professional experience - selected work:
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Residential development Konstelacja, Mi³kowskiego Str.,Krakow, Poland (13 000m2)
Residential development GROTA, G.Roweckiego Str.,Krakow, Poland (3000m2)
Residential development Orle Gniazdo, Lokietka Str., Krakow, Poland (6000m2)
Sodrahamnen H+, mixed-use office/commercial development, Helsingborg, Sweden,
Fine Arts Academy, Talin, Estonia,
Catholic church extension, Helsingborg, Sweden
Heleneholm Palace extension, Malmo, Sweden
Residential development, Otwinowskiego Str.,Krakow, Poland (1200m2),
Swimingpools, Angelholm, Sweden (4500m2)
Park pavilion, Baras, Sweden (1200m2)
Multifunctional hall, Falstero, Sweden (1500m2)

with SBF in Helsingborg
with ONIX Sweden

with Lewicki & Latak BP

World Village of Womens Sports - concept, Malmo, Sweden (ca 100 000m2)

Dominik Darasz MSc Arch, SAR/MSA
Partner at Horizone Studio

Dominik graduated with a Masters in Architecture and Urban
Design from Krakow University of Technology in 2000. Since
2005 he has been a member of the Royal Association of
Swedish Architects SAR.

In 1996 he worked for Lewicki & Latak Biuro Projektowe in
Krakow, Poland. Between 1997 and 2002 he ran his own
architectural practice Pracownia Projektowa DECO-D in
Krakow.
Between 2003 and 2005 Dominik worked in the Architecture
Department of Helsingborg City Council in Sweden. He was
responsible for a number of urban projects of various sizes in

Mariastaden - one of the biggest residential districts in
Helsingborg, Sweden.

In 2005 he established his own architectural practice - DKD
Perspektiv in Helsinborg, Sweden. Its scope of work included
mostly architectural competit ions, concept design,
presentations and professional architectural model making. At
that time he cooperated with international architectural offices
in Poland, the Netherlands, France and Germany on various
projects for offices, residential and civic buildings.

In 2009 he co-founded Horizone Studio in Krakow.

Expansion of Landskrona city 2010-2040, Landskrona, SwedenMultifunctional hall, Falstero, Sweden World Village of Womens Sports, Malmo, SwedenSwimingpools, Angelholm, Sweden

Key Personnel



Personal professional experience - selected works:
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The New Main Buiding of the Polish Aviation Museum, Krakow,Poland,

New Premises of the European Central Bank, Frankfurt am Main,Germany,
LTD_1 - Securvita Headquarters - company offices andhousing development, Hamburg, Germany,
NewCanadian Embassy, Berlin,Germany,
Complex of the Embassies of the Nordic Countries, Berlin, Germany,

Residential building at Wroclawska Street,Krakow,Poland,
Multikino - 12-screen cinema complex in Krakow,Poland,

with Pysall Ruge Architekten
!

!

Museum of Contemporary Art, Wroclaw, Poland,
Town Hall and new parkin Legionowo, Poland,
Rychtarska Street Residential Development, Wroclaw, Poland,

Nordic Countries Embassies, Berlin, Germany,
WSK Business Park at Wroclawska Street, Krakow, Poland,

Multikino- 13-screen cinema xomplex, Zabrze Poland
Mercedes office building and car service station, Krakow, Poland,
Apple Computer Office Building, Munich, Germany

with Pysall Ruge Architekten
with Pysall Ruge Architekten

with Pysall Ruge Architekten
at Pysall.Ruge Architekten

at Pysall.Ruge Architekten
at Pysall.Ruge Architekten

at Pysall.Ruge Architekten
at Pysall.Ruge Architekten

at DDJM BiuroArchitektoniczne
at DDJM BiuroArchitektoniczne

at DDJM BiuroArchitektoniczne
, , at DDJM BiuroArchitektoniczne

at DDJM Biuro Architektoniczne
, at Takamatsu + Lahyani Architects Associates

Bartlomiej Kisielewski MSc Arch, MOIA
Partner at Horizone Studio

Bartlomiej graduated with a Masters in Architecture and Urban
Design from Krakow University of Technology in 1998.
In 2009 he graduated from TUV Akademie Berlin as a Building
Energy Efficiency Consultant.

Since 2001 he has been working as a licensed architect,
registered with the Association of Polish Architects MOIA.
Since 2009 he has been Chairman of the Membership and
Partnership Development Committee of the Polish Green
Building Council.

Since 1996 he has been working as an architect and project
leader mainly on office and residential projects, both in Poland
and Germany. In 1996-1997 he worked at Takamatsu + Lahyani
Architects and Associates in Berlin, and then in 1997 Pysall Ruge
Architekten, Berlin.

Between 1998 and 2002 he worked at DDJM Architects,
Krakow on a number of commercial, office and residential
buildings.

Between 2002 and 2009 he worked as a project leader and
project partner in Pysall Ruge Architekten in Berlin, on such
projects as the Canadian Embassy in Berlin, LTD_1 Office
Building in Hamburg and the Main Railway Station in Doha,
Katar.
He was also a co-author and project leader of the Polish
Aviation Museum Building opened in Krakow in 2010. For that
building, together with Pysall Ruge Architekten, Bartlomiej
Kisielewski was nominated for the Mies van den Rohe Award.

In 2009 he co-founded Horizone Studio in Krakow.

Securvita Headquarters LTD 1, Hamburg, PolandPolish Aviation Museum, Kraków, Poland Town Hall, Legionowo, PolandRychtarska Street Residential Development, Wroclaw, Poland

Key Personnel



Personal professional experience - selected works:
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Sheriff Street Upper Stage 1, office development, Dublin, Ireland (32.000 sqm),
Sheriff Street Upper Stage 2, office development, Dublin, Ireland (104.000 sqm),
Dublin Airport Hotel with Conference Centre, Dublin, Ireland (419 bedroom hotel),
South Bank Road Hotel and mixed-use development, Dublin, Ireland (420 bedroom hotel),
Tipperary Town Council, office development, Tipperary, Ireland (6.500 sqm),

Bridgefoot Street mixed-use residential/commercial, Dublin, Ireland (114.600 sqm),
Tancabesti New Town Stage 1 residential development, Tancabesti, Romania (240.600 sqm),
Cherrywood Masterplan mixed-use development, Dun Loaghaire, Ireland (8.500 residential units),
Infirmary Road mixed-use residential/commercial, Dublin, Ireland (227 residential units),
Neue Hackesche Hoeffe mixed-use development, Berlin, Germany (190 residential units),
Motorola Software Center, office development, Krakow, Poland (10.000 sqm),

at Traynor O’Toole Architects
at Traynor O’Toole Architects

at Traynor O’Toole Architects
at Traynor O’Toole Architects

at Traynor O’Toole Architects

at Traynor O’Toole Architects
at Traynor O’Toole Architects

at Anthony Reddy Architects
at Traynor O’Toole Architects

at Bellmann & Böhm Architekten
at Epstein Sp. Z o.o.

at Epstein Sp. Z o.o.
at Epstein Sp. Z o.o.

at Epstein Sp. Z o.o.
at Epstein Sp. Z o.o.
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Dominick Street mixed-use residential/commercial, Dublin, Ireland (170.500 sqm),

Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi, offices, Warsaw, Poland (400 sqm),
Hamburgische Landesbank, offices, Warsaw, Poland (600 sqm),
Warsaw Financial Center, office development, Warsaw, Poland (72.500sqm),
Zlote Tarasy, mixed-use offices/commercial, Warsaw, Poland (180.000 sqm),

at Traynor O’Toole Architects

Robert Strzenski MSc Arch, MRIAI, MOIA
Partner at Horizone Studio

Robert graduated with a Masters in Architecture and Urban
Design from Krakow University of Technology in 1998 after
studying at both Krakow University of Technology and Bauhaus
University in Weimar, Germany.

Since 2001 Robert has been working as a fully qualified
architect, registered with the Association of Polish Architects
MOIA. In 2007 he became a member of the Royal Institute of
Architects of Ireland (RIAI).

Between 1998 and 1999 he worked for Bellmann & Böhm
Architekten in Berlin. From 1999 till 2003 he worked in the
Warsaw branch of the American architectural and engineering
company Epstein. As one of the leading architects he was
involved in a number of projects for

Commercial and office buildings including Motorola's
headquarters in Krakow and the Z³ote Tarasy commercial
building complex in Warsaw.
Between 2003 and 2006 he worked for Anthony Reddy
Associates in Dublin, where he was involved in numerous
projects for offices and mixed use developments.
From 2006 till 2009 he was a project architect and then an
associate in Traynor O'Toole Architects in Dublin - one of the
largest architectural offices in Ireland. He was responsible for
the delivery of large-scale projects for public and private sector
clients. Among them the rejuvenation of Dominick Street in
Dublin and an office complex on Sheriff Street Upper in Dublin,
Ireland.

In 2009 he co-founded Horizone Studio in Krakow.

Tipperary Town Council, Tipperary Town, IrelandBalbriggan Development, Ballbriggan, Ireland Sheriff Street Upper Stage 2, DublinBridgefoot Street development, DublinDublin Airport Hotel, Dublin, Ireland

Key Personnel
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Personal professional experience - selected works:
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Smurfit HQ, mixed-use development, Dublin, Ireland, (232 residential units),
Office building at Smithfield Market, Dublin, Ireland, ( 2100 sqm ),
Towncentre Development, mixed-use development, Ashtown, Ireland, ( 200 residential units ),
Citywest Residential Development, mixed-use development, Citywest, Ireland, (140 residential units ),

Stepaside Residential and Retail Development, mixed-use development, Stepaside, Ireland, ( 749 units ),

Hotel building Inter Continental, Warsaw, Poland, (57000 sqm),
Office/warehouse building HTG, Warsaw, Poland,
Office building UBC 2, Warsaw,Poland ( 20000 sqm ),
Neue Hackesche Hoeffe residential/commercial development, Berlin, Germany, (190 residential units ),
Residential Development near Berlin, Germany, (1600 residential units, site area 27 ha )

at Mc Cauley Daye O'Connell Architects
at Mc Cauley Daye O'Connell Architects

at Mc Cauley Daye O'Connell
at HKR Architects

at HKR Architects
at HKR Architects

at HKR Architects
at PORR Polska

at PORR Polska
at PORR Polska

at Jasinski Architekten
, at Zeidler Roberts Partnership Architects
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Towncentre Scheme Development, mixed-use residential/commercial, Bray, Ireland, ( site area 20 ha ),

Office building Irish Times, Dublin, Ireland (7000 sqm),

Daria Trzepla MSc Arch
Project Architect

Daria graduated with a Masters in Architecture and Urban
Design from Krakow University of Technology in 1997 after
studying at both Krakow University of Technology and Bauhaus
University in Weimar, Germany.

Since 2001 Daria has been a fully qualified architect, registered
with the Association of Polish Architects MOIA.
In 2009 she completed a Shop Window and Interior Design
course at the Dublin Design Institute.

In 1998 she worked with Zeidler Roberts Partnership Architects
in Berlin.

From 1999 till 2003 Daria worked for the architectural division
of PORR Polska in Warsaw, Poland on a wide range

of private sector projects throughout Poland including the Inter
Continental Hotel in Warsaw.

Between 2003 and 2007 she worked with HKR Architects in
Dublin, Ireland. Her involvement comprised a number of large
scale residential and mixed-use developments along with
offices and commercial buildings, among them redevelopment
of the former offices of The Irish Times in Dublin. From 2007 till
2008 she was employed by Mc Cauley Daye O'Connell
Architects in Dublin. Her responsibility was to coordinate a wide
range of residential and commercial development projects.

In 2009 Daria joined Horizone Studio in Krakow as senior
project architect.

Ashtown Towncentre Development, AshtownStepaside Development, Stepaside , Ireland Smurfit mixed-use development, IrelandHotel Inter Continental, WarsawHotel Inter Continental, Warsaw, Poland , Ireland
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location
author:

client:
size:

project:
construction:

cooperation:

Krakow, Poland
Ingarden, Ewy Architekci
HORIZONE studio
Pinnex Sp. z o.o.
2 530 m
2009-2010
2011-2012

2

Ingarden Ewy Architekci, Horizone Studio
Apartments at Blonia, Krakow, Poland

„Apartments at Blonia” - two exclusive residential / mixed-use
buildings are located in the city centre of Krakow, in the
immediate vicinity of Krakow's famous meadows B³onia on
Piastowska street.

The author of the project is Ingarden, Ewy Architekci, in
cooperation with Horizone Stuido, which was responsible for
the planning application and construction drawings along with
obtaining a building permit for the development.

Both buildings are linked by underground car parking. The
ground and first floor are occupied mostly by offices and
commercial areas. The upper floors are designed to host
residential apartments with a last floor penthouse apartment

linked to its private roof garden overlooking the nearby
Kosciuszki Mound.

Due to unusual site conditions and the client’s requirement for
maximizing the use of the plot, it was necessary to use
advanced solutions such as water-tight retaining walls and an
underground “park-lift” parking system. Individually designed
internal common areas and the high standard of the
architectural detailing ensure prestigious character of the
development.

Through its modern and high-quality finishing materials this
building will became a characteristic element of the built
environment in this part of town.

Elevations of neutral colours will be finished with Fiber-C panels
combined with high quality glazing. Different floors are
separated by a row of balconies, serving also as shading.

As an external skin a green façade is used around the building. It
gives privacy to the apartments and connects this new
development with nature.



location:
author:

client:
size:

project:
construction:

Krakow, Poland
Pysall Ruge Architekten with B.Kisielewski
Polish Aviation Museum
4500 m
2005-2007
2008-2010

2

Pysall Ruge Architekten with Bart³omiej Kisielewski
Polish Aviation Museum, Krakow, Poland

A new multi-purpose building, which is a showcase for the
entire museum complex has been developed on the premises
of the Polish Aviation Museum in Krakow. Its official opening
took place on September 18th 2010.

The building has been designed by a team of architects: Pysall
Ruge Architekten and Bartlomiej Kisielewski (since 2009 co-
owner of Horizone Studio). Their proposal won an
international architectural competition held in 2005.

The building and its surroundings refer to the historic
arrangement of the former airport. The shape of the building
resembles a huge propeller. The new development does not
dominate the existing historic buildings and thanks to its

transparency allows visual contact between all elements of
the building's surrounding area.

In order to ensure the comfort of different users a logical
layout has been followed throughout the building. Three
levels of the building reflect its different uses: museum,
conference hall and office space. All layouts have been
carefully designed in order to allow natural light into the
building and consequently to reduce the need for use of
artificial light. Furthermore the building is divided into two
temperature zones, which significantly improves its
economical performance.

The characteristic form of the new Polish Aviation Museum,
not only expresses the function performed by the building,
but also encourages people to engage with the exhibition.

The project has been repeatedly mensioned in the press and
shown at various exhibitions. It also won the prof J.
Bogdanowski Award for the best building to be built in
Krakow in 2010. Additionally the building was nominated for
the acclaimed international Mies van der Rohe Award 2011.



Warsaw, Poland
Ingarden, Ewy Architekci

Orkiestra Sinfonia Varsovia
ca. 9 500 m
2010

HORIZONE studio

2

Sinfonia Varsovia, Warsaw, Poland

The subject of the architectural competition was to develop a
concept for the new Concert Hall for Sinfonia Varsovia. The
new building is to be located on a 2.5 ha site, previously used
by the Veterinary Institute on Grochowska Street in Warsaw.
Horizone Studio has been invited to collaborate on this
project by Ingarden & Ewy Architects.

The project assumes a coherent integration of historic
buildings with the newly designed concert hall for 1800
seats. The main element of the urban concept was a
longitudinal square situated centrally between the historic
buildings and the new hall, connecting the development with
both an adjacent park and the city.

The transparent architectural character of the design goes well
with the historic buildings. The side elevations built with a
subtle formof steel strings symbolise a sound wave.

The interior of the main concert hall has been designed as a
"vineyard" type with a system of suspended balconies in a
symmetrical arrangement.

An individual acoustic assessment for the project has been
carried out by a London-based acoustic consultant. The system
consisting of moving ceiling parts supported by movable
acoustic screens allows for the creation of flexible acoustic
backgrounds for different types of music.

An integral part of the square is an external amphitheatre along
with a café bar which allows for the expansion of artistic activity.

The form of the newly designed building is a clear consequence
of its function. The building can be divided into two zones: the
foyer on the south side of the square, and the back of the
building facilities to the north.
It was essential to provide adequate functional links within the
building. The main hall was placed below the ground level to
allow easy communication and reduce its height. Located at the
same level rehearsal room, the main concert hall stage and
storage facilities make it easy to be used. Natural light was
allowed to penetrate into the underground floors.

location
author:

client:
size:

project:

cooperation:

Ingarden Ewy Architekci, Horizone Studio



Krakow, Poland
Consortium

HORIZONE Studio (Krakow)

UM Krakow
ca. 83 ha
190 000 m
2010

BIG-Städtebau ( )

Pysall Ruge Architekten (Berlin)

2

Kronshagen

HORIZONE Studio, BIG-Städtebau, Pysall Ruge Architekten
Kopernika Street Revitalisation - Krakow, Poland

location
authors

client:
plot :
size:

project:

:
In 2010 an architectural competition for a new urban
development on the lands along Kopernika Street in Krakow
was announced in connection with the plans to transfer
medical clinics from Krakow city centre to the suburbs.

The plot has approximately 80 hectares. It is located in the city
centre, between the Old Town and the new public facilities at
Powstania Warszawskiego Avenue. The presence of historic
buildings and the proximity to the Botanic Garden gives this
place a special significance. The task for the project was to
define a new use for the land, create the concept for its
revitalisation, set down the scale for new developments and
create a link with the city.

The final design proposes the creation of several urban zones

along with the combination of two major building types.

Along the main street - continuation and rejuvenation of
existing buildings with the focus on communal use such as
museums, exhibitions, artist live-work units. Internal sections of
the land should give place to residential developments with
commercial ground floors. They will be formed into the urban
quarters with internal semi-private courtyards.

A new urban linear park serves as the spine of the whole
development. It connects through pedestrian and bicycle paths
two adjacent portions of the city and fulfils a recreational
function. A public plaza formed will serve as the centre of the
new urban district. It is designed around the revitalized historic
buildings that will house small cafes, restaurants etc.

Some of the main bullet-points of the concept were:
Creation of a local environment that satisfies all the basic
needs of the residents and users (small local shops, places to
eat, culture, sports, childcare, jobs etc.).
Creation of a flexible structure allowing its revision in the
future.
Definition of places with different character and individual
identity.

The project was developed according to the principles of
sustainable design.

In 2010 it received an award from PLGBC Polish Green Building
Council for the best ecological project.

�

�

�



Wroclaw, Poland

UM Wroclaw

Consortium
BIG-Städtebau ( )
HORIZONE Studio (Krakow)
Pysall Ruge Architekten (Berlin)

ca. 150 000 m
2010

2

Kronshagen

HORIZONE Studio, BIG-Städtebau, Pysall Ruge Architekten
Nowy Targ Square Revitalisation, Wroclaw, Poland

location
author

client:
size:

project:

:
Since its beginning in the thirteenth century, the Nowy Targ
square was one of the three most important historical places in
Wroclaw.
Currently the city council is planning to build two-level
underground parking underneath. In order to find new ideas
for the square the City Council organised an architectural
competition. The subject of the competition was a new
arrangement of the square, taking into consideration the
historical context and the new needs and functions.
Additionally, the city council has planned to build a tourist
information pavilion.

To order to revitalise the old atmosphere and importance of this
place, the concept assumes a redefinition of its function and the
introduction of activities that will attract residents and visitors.

As a reference to the days of former glory, the concept intends
that the three historical skylines of the buildings surrounding
the former Nowy Targ, will be mapped on the surface through
the use of different colour stones. These shapes, appearing like
a shadow on the floor, will be highlighted at night by a linear
lighting built into the pavement.

A one storey building with glazed façade was designed as a city
pavilion in the eastern part of the square. It separates the plaza
from the traffic of the adjacent street. Glass façade elements are
combined with Cor-Ten steel cladding and timber louvres. The
pavilion houses three functions: tourist information associated
with a projection room, a café with summer garden and kiosk
combined with the toilets, and the exit of the underground
parking.

Additionally a system of market stalls which can be converted
into benches, a fountain located in the place of the old water
wells, and some street furniture elements were all designed to
be included in the square.

The design allows for maximum flexibility in planning the two
levels of underground parking with an area of approximately
10000m2. The arrangement of the new square gives the
possibility to organise various events: concerts, outdoor
exhibitions, fairs and the weekly food markets as it used to be in
historical times.

The light is properly designed to emphasises the geometry of
the square and its elements.



Residence near Krakow, Lusina, Poland

Lusina, Poland
HORIZONE studio
Private
378 m.
2010

2

location
author:

client:
size:

project:

The building is located in Lusina near Krakow. An attractive
place for people working in town that however prefer a lifestyle
closer to nature away from the hustle of the city.

It is a semi-detached two storey family house with usable attic
and without basement, converted into one residential unit.

On the client’s request Horizone Studio designed a new
external building façade and prepared a landscape design of
the land around the house.

As part of the landscape design wooden terraces, paths,
driveways and a grass surface, partially in the form of a green
roof over the garage have been proposed.

One site of the plot has been enclosed by a retaining wall
combined and integrated with the natural stone gabion walls
being use as fencing on the remaining portion of the site.

The use of natural stone correlates with the character and
colour of the materials used for the building elevations

High quality materials wereproposed as external wall finishes.

Titanium-zinc metal cladding in combination with Fibre-C
panels were chosen as main finishes.

In addition to the above materials sliding timber louvres were
used as shades for glazed areas.



Krakow, Poland
HORIZONE studio
Private client
142 m
2010

2

Single Family House, Krakow, Poland

location
author:

client:
size:

project:

This is the design of a single family house in an attractive
residential district of Krakow – Wola Justowska.

The building is located on a small plot in a loosely built-up area
filled mainly by traditional single houses.

In order not to disturb the nature of the local characteristics, the
form of the building was designed as a single volume house
directly corresponding with the surrounding traditional
buildings.

This is a single-storey building with habitable attic and pitched
roof.

Modern and high quality finishing materials are used as
counterweight to the traditional form of the building.

The entire surface of the walls and pitched roof is covered with
horizontally mounted titanium-zinc elevation panels..
By the use of one material a homogeneous block form has been
created.
It is cut by asymmetrically distributed window openings filled
with glazed wooden frames.

The building base is recessed in relation to the plane of the
exterior walls.

This gives lightness to the volume of the building and clearly
separates the green lawn and the metallic colour of the walls.

The house seems to “levitate” above the surface. That
impression is emphasized by the overhanging of the outside
terrace that wraps the southern corner of the building.

The entrance into to the plot is indicated by the corner
horizontal cut of the kitchen window.



Office Building, Krakow , Poland

Krakow, Poland
HORIZONE studio
Robobat Poska Sp. z o.o.
ca.1800m
2011

2

location
author:

client:
size:

project:

The Robobat headquarters project is located on the eastern
outskirts of Krakow about 5.5 km fromthe city centre.
The river Mlynowka flows by the north-east corner of the plot
giving additional attractiveness to the area.

Historically the plot was occupied by a water mill - one of the
few placed along the river Mlynowka. Some of the old
buildings that survived to this day such as a brick chimney were
adapted into the new project.

Horizone Studio has designed the new office building as a
continuation of the existing oldwater-mill building.

A transparent, glazed entrance area joins the existing building
with a new conference department. The glazed entrance is the
element which“transforms the old into new”.
The new shape is a direct continuation of the solid form of the
old mill-building. Both the new building and the glazed
entrance are covered with a pitched roof, which morphs into
the flattened roof of the arched volume, and becomes pitched
again at the end.

The building floor plan has a curved shape,
inner courtyard formed around theold brick chimney.

emphasising the

An overhanging bow along with a
underneath enclose the internal courtyard. The water pond also
serves as an attenuation reservoir that collects excess rain water
from the surface parking.

One of the design challenges was to create a building that will
meet the guidelines for sustainable development. The project
involves the use of water turbines powered by the river that
flows through the corner of the plot. Additionally the water
from that river is to be used as a cooling system in exposed
reinforced concrete slabs.

water pool located



Krakow, Poland
HORIZONE studio
Ericpol Telecom
ok. 2500m
2010

2

location
author:

client:
size:

project:

Ericpol mixed-use building, Krakow, Poland

This design concept includes the conversion of a 20th century
building with the addition of a new four storey side wing. The
client wanted to boost the standard of the existing building by
giving it office and residential uses, and utilise the potential of
the plot with its location on the Vistula River bank.

The task was to test the investment potential of the land,define
a new function with respect to the urban guidelines and create
a flexible building, which can easilybe rented out.

The new side wing was added to the existing facility in order to
fill the gap between two buildings.

The project involves splitting the existing building into three
uses: shops or commercial spaces on the ground floor, offices

and residential flats on floors and the conversion of the attic
into a penthouse with access to a private terrace.

The project proposes adding a new residential side-wing to the
existing gable wall of a neighbouring building. The building
should be flexible to allow for the conversion into offices. These
premises will be the most attractive areas of the property with
their windows facing the Vistula river bank and the nearby
Wawel castle.

Despite the limited size of the plot the project has eight parking
spaces for future tenants. The parking is located on a sunken
courtyard. The area is covered

1-3

by a green roof with oval
openings to let in sun light and allow for natural ventilation.

To distinguish the old building from the new side-wing each
part has a different architectural expression. While the restored
elevation of the existing building keeps a traditional window
system, the new façade is shaped by large format windows.
This will allow for a large amount of daylight to penetrate into
the internal areas and at the same time gives an attractive view
towards the Vistula river.
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Extension of Kielce Politechnic , Kielce, Poland
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The primary concept of the urban design was to define an
urban main axis which is not only a walking promenade linking
the student houses with the college buildings, but rather the
spine of the whole development.

Along that axis existing buildings and lands for potential future
college developments are to be located. As part of the concept
we decided to place a new building for Conference Centre and
Innovation, Business and Administrative Services.

A new public plaza has been proposed along the Tysi¹clecia
Pañstwa Polskiego Alley. It will form a common entrance space
for the existing Central Library building, the Management
building and the newly designed building.

The shape of the plaza has been formed as a letter shaped
square. It leads through the open courtyard of the newly
designed building towards the main spin road. A partly
overhanging building was designed as a new "gateway" to the
university complex.

Two rectangular blocks of the lower floors repeat the rhythm of
the wings of old university buildings. The upper floors have
been combined together to create the most flexible floor plan
for the building.

The new building is divided into two blocks, with separated
entrances leading to both buildings from the courtyard side.

"L" The first block with a predominantly office use includes new
Business development offices, Intellectual Property Protection
Centre offices and University Management offices.
A conference centre and restaurant were placed in the second
block.

The main structural elements are "large steel trusses" placed
within the width of the exterior walls. All slabs were designed as
light weight composite slabs.
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The project involves the creation of a new, modern elevation for
the existing Nico shopping centre building from the 90's. The
premises are located in the town of Modlnica nearby Krakow,
just beside the new motorway junction.

To fulfil the task Horizone Studio has designed a new free-
standing façade as an extension to the existing building.

The concept is a modern, contemporary design solution. The
new free-standing elevation has been designed to give a new
image to the existing outdated expression of the building.
Through its simple form it “calms down” the diversity of the
existing building.

It has the form of a partially transparent screen created by the
irregularly placed light grey elevation panels. As a result a new
facade was formed with the picture of a repeatable irregular
chessboard like pattern.

In between the screen panels the existing building is visible. Its
facade has been painted in a dark grey colour forming the
background for the new elevation.

The light grey colour of the screen contrasts with the dynamic
element of a covered entry area.

Both the recessed wall covered by the dynamic roof form, and a
rising on the western side asymmetrical triangular roof have
been covered with characteristic, orange colour panels.

Created in that manner, this form adds dynamism to the static
screen of the new facade.

In the upper part of the elevation a row of light fixtures has been
placed to light up the newelevation after dusk.




